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CRYOSPHERE is inspired by the Matanuska Glacier in Alaska. Climate change has caused ice forms in 

Alaska to disappear at a disproportionately faster rate than other glacierized regions on Earth. These 

vast rivers of ice perform a crucial role in regulating the planet’s atmosphere and these arctic areas have 

been called “ground zero” for climate change, as warming temperatures and melting sea ice impact local 

communities and influence global precipitation and temperature levels. The Matanuska Glacier has lost 

over 84 million tons of ice since 2002.

In June, the entirety of the CRYOSPHERE exhibition will be released as a singular NFT containing a 

compilation of artworks by participating artists and will be minted on Algorand which is a sustainable 

and green blockchain. A portion of the proceeds will go to support Cook Inletkeeper, an Alaskan non-

profit organization which engages with local communities, Indigenous-led movements, and a strong 

coalition of groups working to build a bridge to the future by protecting wild salmon landscapes and 

addressing the climate crisis. 























In this work, Salazar-Caro reacts to the world events as they unfolded in 2020. The Statue of liberty has been a symbol of America’s gift of opportunity and 
welcoming arms to immigrants, however America’s history shows that this is no more than an exaggerated myth. The foundation of the nation-state commonly 
known as the United States of America, was built on genocide, slavery and ecocyde. The result after 500 years of this egregious ritual and the plague of white 
supremacy, is a dying earth and social inequality unlike humanity has ever seen.

SOL is also the alchemical name for the sun, a universally worshiped deity and the likely cause of humanity’s demise, as the insatiable greed of industrialization 
and hypercapitalism accelerate global heating for the sake of exponential profits.

The sculpture is covered in sigils, turning it into a magical, alchemical object, with the intention of further accelerating the downfall of the beast that consumes 
the earth. Among the sigils one can find the Red Hand Print over the statue’s mouth, signifying the struggle for Missing and Murdered Indigenous women. 
Indigenous people all across the globe are stewards of the land and of earth, contribute least to global emissions, and yet they are some of the most affected by 
industrial irresponsibility. The Summerian sigil for ‘God’ is present on the forehead of the statue as well as on the book, an allegory for achieving a higher state 
of consciousness, and then sharing that knowledge with those who have ears to listen. ”Let those who can read, read” The words “Last Days of Babylon” appear 
prominently in the back of the SOL, as a reminder of the hermetic law of rhythm, tellingus that the pendulum will always swing, meaning that all great empires 
that have risen through history, also have to fall. 

Long Live the First Nations of Turtle Island. Long Live our relatives from Africa. Long Live our Sacred Mother Earth.

May the fall of the Greed Infested Ones be swift, so we may heal and rebuild.

Alfredo Salazar-Caro is creator living/working between Mexico City, NYC, and Online. His works are an amalgamation of Portraiture, 
Installation, Documentary, Video, XR, Social Sculpture and Speculative Architecture. He is co-creator and creative director of DiMoDA, The Digital Museum of 
Digital Art. DiMoDA is a groundbreaking project that functions as a VR institution and exhibition platform dedicated to the development of XR Art. Salazar-Caro’s 
work has been exhibited internationally. Exhibitions include: Tribeca Film Festival, Dreamlands @ Whitney Museum US, The Wrong Biennale, BR, New Normal LB/
TR, Die Ungerahmte Welt, HeK, CH, Siggraph Asia, TH and 1Mes1Artista CDMX among others. His work can be seen in publications such as Leonardo, Cultured 
Magazine, Vice Magazine and +
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